Collaborative Teaching
Dear Parents,
Thank you for choosing BOLPA to educate your scholar this year! This school
year will be filled with fun and exciting adventures for each scholar! BOLPA is
excited to introduce collaborative teaching to our elementary students this
year. Collaborative teaching involves a group of educators working together
purposefully, regularly, and cooperatively to help our eagles soar! Teachers
together set goals for each course, prepare individual lesson plans, teach
students, and evaluate the results. They share insights and even challenge each
other to obtain the best approach for scholars.

Meet The Team
Mrs. Taylor - Mathematics Instructor
Ms. Brown - Phonics/Language & Reading Instructor
Mr. Marco - Academic Exploration Instructor (Technology,
Creative Writing, Spelling, & Penmanship)
Ms. Jay - Science & History/Social Studies Instructor

Grading

-Late Work
The number of days a student is absent is the same amount of time they have to
complete all assignments they may have missed. For example, if Jon is absent for three
days, he'll have three days to complete his assignments.
-No Name
If a student fails to write their name on any assignment, they will lose 5 points. This
policy will go into effect in the second quarter for all scholars to allow scholars ample
time to acclimate to school. Scholars will be reminded to write their names on all
worksheets/assignments daily. Scholars who continuously fail to write their names on
assignments may lose up to 10 points.
-Academic Probation
Scholars are required to maintain a 77 (C-average) or above average in each subject
area by the end of each quarter (two-nine week periods). A scholar who does not
maintain a 77 average or above in each subject will be placed on academic probation.
If at the end of the semester, the scholar’s grade has not improved, the scholar may not
be able to re-enroll for the second semester. BOLPA’s administration reserves the right
to accept or deny a scholar for re-enrollment. Before an Eagle is dismissed from the
Academy, we will do everything possible within our resources to help the scholar
succeed academically and behaviorally. The final decision is based on a combination of
factors. A plan of action meeting is required with the headmistress, teachers, scholar (if
appropriate), and parent if the scholar has a D or F letter grade in any subject area after
the nine-week progress report period.

Conduct & Behavior
BOLPA seeks to develop self-control in its scholars to promote a controlled environment conducive to
learning. However, when established classroom rules are broken, a teacher may refer a scholar to the
office after three (3) infractions during the course of a day. Corporal punishment is administered by the
Headmistress or Headmistress’ designee in the presence of another professional employee if a consent
form is on file. If a consent form has not been provided, the parent is called to pick up the child or
administer discipline. Established classroom rules may be obtained from each of your child’s teachers.
Note: Parents/guardians will be notified when a scholar has been paddled.
Scholars sent to the office four (4) times during the course of one (1) nine-week grading period will
receive a three (3) day suspension. The scholar is removed from class for the remainder of the day and
must be picked up immediately by their parent/guardian. Scholars who are suspended from school will
not be allowed to make up any graded assignments or tests. The parent/guardian may be required to
attend an administrative conference to clear the matter. Scholars may be excused from any and all field
trips if the scholar has had any infraction a week before the planned trip. Scholars may also be excused
from a field trip if there has been any infraction on a past field trip. Scholars will be excused from any
school program/production if the scholar has had three infractions during rehearsal. Extreme infractions
of school rules are not governed by the “three strikes” process. The offenses that are subject to
immediate administrative action include but are not limited to:
1. Illegal and/ or Criminal Behavior
A. Offenses
1. Assault on Academy personnel or another scholar.
2. Threatening bodily harm to Academy personnel or other scholars.
3. Possession of a firearm, knife, or any potentially lethal weapon.
4. Malicious destruction of/ or damage to school property.
5. Stealing school property.
B. Penalty
1. Suspension and/or possible Expulsion from the Academy.
2. Malicious, Destructive, and Defiant Behavior
A. Offenses
1. Open or continued defiant attitude toward a member of Academy personnel.
2. Vulgar, profane or rude remarks to Academy personnel or fellow scholar.
3. Physical or verbal intimidation of other scholars.
4. Fighting in or on school property.
B. Penalty
1. Suspension.
2. Possible expulsion from the Academy.
NOTE: If any school property is broken or damaged by a scholar, the family assumes responsibility and is
required to replace the item(s).

Rules & Expectations
THE RULES/CLASS EXPECTATIONS:
The scholar will listen and follow directions quickly.
The scholar will raise their hand to speak.
The scholar will be respectful to all teachers, staff, and peers.
The scholar will work quietly when working independently.
The scholar will walk into the school building (Not Run).
The scholar will not leave their seat without permission.
The scholar will keep the classrooms and personal spaces neat.
The scholar will be on time.
The scholar will be prepared for each class daily.
The scholar will respect the property of the school and others.
The scholar will be still and quiet during prayer and participate in devotion.
The scholar will put forth their best effort on all assignments and complete them in a timely manner.

CONSEQUENCES WHEN CLASSROOM EXPECTATIONS ARE NOT MET:
The scholar will receive a verbal warning for their first offense. (Based on the infraction severity).
The scholar’s second offense will result in their conduct being denoted as an S for the day.
The scholar’s third offense will result in the conduct being denoted as an N for the day.
The Scholar’s fourth offense will result in a referral to the office. A U in conduct will be denoted for
the day. (This will be followed by a formal write-up for the parent to sign).
If the Scholar continues to display improper behavior, it will result in an N or U on the progress/report
card. If inappropriate behavior continues, their file will be turned over to the headmistress for
suspension or expulsion from the academy. (Please see BOLPA handbook for suspension and
expulsions regulations and policy pg.21)
Regardless of a scholar's daily behavioral average, they will not get an E on their report card if they
have earned any U or 3 N's in conduct during the nine weeks.
If the scholar receives a U/office referral or 3 N's in conduct, they will not be eligible for any honor
awards such as Valedictorian, Salutatorian, Most Improved, and Citizenship.
Please note that some behavior, such as using foul language or being violent to classmates or
teachers, will result in immediate suspension or expulsion from the program. (Please see BOLPA
handbook pg.21).
Consistent poor behavior can prohibit the scholar from participating in school activities such as field
trips, clubs, programs, and promotional ceremonies (Awards Day/Graduation).

REWARDS:
Scholars can earn Eagle Tickets! They can add their tickets to buy items in the Eagle store. Tickets may
also be used to purchase special items during school events, such as popcorn during movie day!

Communication
Calendars
Educators will communicate via each grade's calendar, Remind 101, and email. Please follow
the link(s) below to add your scholar's calendar to your Google calendar to stay abreast of all
class projects, dates, and other info. Parents are responsible for checking the calendar at least
twice per week. We will do our best to promptly add topics to the calendar; however, teachers
may add activities/assignments a day before the due date/activity date.
Senior K: https://calendar.google.com/calendar/u/0?
cid=Y182aG91djdmcjdqajl1c3Y2Z3Jzcmc1ZWZuc0Bncm91cC5jYWxlbmRhci5nb29nbGUuY29t
First Grade: https://calendar.google.com/calendar/u/0?
cid=Y19kc2oyOGlqZmg2YTAxbzFjbmxtM21iYnZrY0Bncm91cC5jYWxlbmRhci5nb29nbGUuY29t
Second Grade: https://calendar.google.com/calendar/u/0?
cid=Y19jbGFzc3Jvb204ZDVkODhlMUBncm91cC5jYWxlbmRhci5nb29nbGUuY29t
Third Grade: https://calendar.google.com/calendar/u/0?
cid=Y19jbGFzc3Jvb203ZjMwMmI2ZEBncm91cC5jYWxlbmRhci5nb29nbGUuY29t

Remind 101
Please sign up for your scholar's Remind group for important reminders. Parents, we ask that
you use Remind 101 for information, not communication. Important matters will be handled via
email, phone, or face-to-face.
Senior K: https://www.remind.com/join/bolsk
First Grade: https://www.remind.com/join/bolpa1st
Second Grade: https://www.remind.com/join/bolpa2nd
Third Grade: https://www.remind.com/join/bol3rd

Graded Papers
Graded papers will be sent as graded in the graded paper folder located in your scholar's
binder. Graded papers should be reviewed with your scholar as they are sent and kept at home.
Parents must provide the paper for teachers to review the score if there is a discrepancy
regarding a grade. Additionally, academic progress trackers will be sent twice each month.

MEET THE TEACHER

MR. MARCO

Hello there,
My name is Mr. Marco and I am thrilled to
educate your scholar this year! My class is named
Academic Exploration and this year, your scholar
will truly explore to infinity and beyond. In AE,
our core focus will be Spelling, Creative Writing,
& Penmanship, but we will also travel through
the galaxy and learn about technology and jump
to other planets, as we experience fun events,
and more! Get ready to blast-off!

A bit about me!
Favorite color: Blue
Favorite Hobby: Watching TV or
Listening to Music
Favorite place: Home

Contact Me

Favorite subjects: Writing & History

When i'm not at school you might find me....
Cooking in My Kitchen
Spending Time With My Family
Shopping on Amazon

Via Email:
mcervetti@bol.academy
Via Remind 101

ACADEMIC EXPLORATION

SPELLING,
VOCAB,
& SIGHT WORDS
-Senior K
Beginning Friday, August 19th, Senior K scholars will take weekly sight word & highfrequency word tests to enable them to recognize words by sight, helping them become
faster, more fluent readers. Senior K scholars will learn the 100 most frequently occurring
words in the English language. Every Thursday, scholars will take a practice test before the
actual test the following day. Scholars that earn a 100/A on the practice test will not test on
Friday and will receive a special reward! Practice tests and actual test scores will be
recorded on your scholar's tracker sheet, which parents can find in their binder. Each week
their sight word tests will become more challenging, and they will see previously learned
words again; therefore, they should continue studying all terms up to the current list as we
progress throughout the quarter. In quarters two through four, scholars will take spelling
tests. Links to the sight word lists for quarter one can be found below.
-1st & Second Grade
Beginning Friday, August 19th, scholars in 1st & 2nd Grade will take weekly spelling tests.
Every Thursday, scholars will take a practice test before the actual test the following day.
Scholars that earn a 100/A on the practice test will not test on Friday and will receive a
special reward! Practice tests and actual test scores will be recorded on your scholar's
tracker sheet, which parents can find in their binder. Links to the spelling lists for the
entire year can be found below.
-3rd Grade
Beginning Friday, August 19th, 3rd graders will take weekly spelling tests. In addition,
scholars will study & recite the meaning and spelling of roots, prefixes, and suffixes
commonly used in English. Each week their root word tests will become more challenging,
and they will see previously learned words again; therefore, they should continue studying
all roots up to the current list as we progress throughout the quarter. Every Thursday,
scholars will take a practice test before the actual test the following day. Scholars that
earn a 100/A on the practice test will not test on Friday and will receive a special reward!
Practice tests and actual test scores will be recorded on your scholar's tracker sheet, which
parents can find in their binder. When spelling/root word books are sent home, scholars
are responsible for returning them the next day. Not being prepared for class will be
reflected in your scholar's conduct. Links to the spelling lists for the entire year can be
found below.
*Bonus opportunities will be given at my discretion and will not be shared prior to the
test.
*Scholars should study their spelling/sight/vocab nightly.
*Makeup tests will be administered each Monday during the fifth period.

Senior K Sight Word Lists: https://www.spellingcity.com/users/bolpaSK
1st Grade Spelling Lists 1-34:
http://myclass.theinspiredinstructor.com/spelling/spellingfirst.html
2nd Grade Spelling Lists 1-33:
http://myclass.theinspiredinstructor.com/spelling/spellingsecond_4ed.html
3rd Grade Spelling Lists 1-34: https://www.spellingcity.com/users/BOLPA3rd

ACADEMIC EXPLORATION

CREATIVE WRITING
& PENMANSHIP
-Senior K
This year your kindergartener will learn cursive writing! As your child is introduced
to various phonics concepts with Ms. Brown, they'll have the opportunity to learn
how to write them. Scholars will start by learning to write their name and letters
A-Z and eventually writing blends, words, and complete sentences by the end of
the year. Scholars will also gain an introduction to journal writing and learn how to
illustrate their sentences.
-1st Grade
1st graders will gain a review of letter formation and connecting letters. Scholars
will also practice journal writing and creative writing. Through various exercises,
scholars will develop phonics, spelling, and creative writing skills daily.
-Second Grade
Second graders will continue perfecting their cursive writing skills. I will integrate
each writing activity with basic phonics rules to reinforce phonics as scholars
practice correct writing formation. Emphasis will be placed on the formation, size,
spacing, and slant of letters, writing sentences, stories, poems, and paragraphs,
transitioning to developing creative writing skills.
-3rd Grade
Third graders will build upon skills learned in second Grade and explore exercises
to give them plenty of practice in writing words, letters, and numbers –all in ¾"
spacing lines! Scholars will dive deeper into their creative writing skills through
research projects and essays. Scholars will apply grammar rules to their work and
learn about the writing process. Scholars will also learn about writing invitations,
grocery lists, plans, menus, and blogs.

Visit the following link to read about the importance of cursive writing:
https://www.abeka.com/blog/answers-to-two-cursive-questions-why-teachcursive-and-why-teach-cursive-first/.
*All scholars will take weekly writing tests and be graded based on their Grade's
formation, size, and overall neatness standards.
Completing & returning practice activities can earn your scholar bonus points on
writing tests. Scholars must try their best to practice exercises to be eligible for
extra credit.*I will share at-home practice opportunities randomly.

ACADEMIC EXPLORATION

TECHNOLOGY
-Senior K & First Grade
Scholars will learn the parts of the computer learn the functions and uses of each
part. Scholars will learn to operate their devices to explore educational games.
Scholars will explore technology independently to become comfortable and
familiar with completing basic tasks.
-Second & Third Grade
Scholars will learn the parts of the computer and develop their typing skills, online
design skills, online research skills, and learn to create & print documents.
Scholars will also gain an introduction to coding through swift playground and
other coding games. Scholars will also learn about using their own Gmail
accounts!
Parents, as we educate eagles in a technological age where major advancements
are being made daily, please ensure that you are monitoring your child's online
activity. I encourage you to use youtube kids instead of youtube and kiddle
instead of google.

SHOW & TELL
Starting on Friday, August 19th, we will have show and tell each Friday. The
Thursday before your scholar's show and tell day, they'll take home the "Mystery
Bag!" Here's how the mystery bag works:
1. Your scholar will find something they want to share with their peers at home. Scholars
may bring books, toys, crafts, pictures, games, etc. Make sure the item they choose will fit
in the mystery bag.
2. Help your scholar create three clues about their item and practice saying them. Please
help them complete the included "Clue Sheet."
3. Bring the bag, with the item(s) tucked inside, back to school tomorrow!
4. During Show & Tell, your scholar will share clues as their classmates guess what's inside
the mystery bag!
5. Your scholar gets to show the item they brought and talk about it with their classmates!
Please don't allow your scholar to bring anything fragile, valuable,
irreplaceable, or anything of deep sentimental value.
Items of a violent or otherwise inappropriate nature will not be permitted.
Live animals are also not allowed.
While scholars are encouraged to participate, BOLPA will not assume
responsibility for any lost or damaged items.
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Greetings all my name is Yalonda Taylor and I am excited to be your
scholar's math instructor. I have been apart of the Breath of Life family for
four years this year. You can expect your scholar to expand their
knowledge with Math by exploring different mathematical concepts and
making each day count!

SUM IT UP!
(MATH
(MATH GOALS)
GOALS)

KINDERGARTEN: SCHOLARS WILL
POUNCE THROUGH THE JUNGLE
BEGINNING WITH IDENTIFYING/WRITING
NUMBERS 1-100, LEARNING COINS AND
THEIR VALUE, TELLING TIME, ORDINAL
NUMBERS, ADDITION /SUBTRACTION
AND OTHER BASIC MATH SKILLS!
FIRST GRADE: SCHOLARS WILL SWING
THROUGH JUNGLE BEGINNING WITH
SHARPENING PREVIOUSLY LEARNED
KINDERGARTEN SKILLS. SCHOLARS WILL
GO MORE IN DEPTH WITH TELLING TIME,
BASIC FRACTIONS, ADDITION AND
SUBTRACTION WITH AN EXPOSURE TO
REGROUPING AND BORROWING,
GRAPHING, AND BASIC MEASUREMENTS.
SECOND GRADE: SCHOLARS WILL DIVE
DEEPER INTO THE MATH JUNGLE
LEARNING TO PERFECT SKIP COUNTING,
COMPLEX MEASURING, TELLING TIME TO
(HOUR, HALF-HOUR, QUARTER HOUR,
PROBLEM SOLVING (BASIC AND
ADVANCE WORD PROBLEMS),
MODERATE FRACTIONS, EXPOSURE TO
MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION AND SO
MUCH MORE!!
\
\

(MATH
(MATH GOALS
GOALS CONTINUED
CONTINUED ))

THIRD
THIRD GRADE:
GRADE: SCHOLARS
SCHOLARS WILL
WILL
LEAP
LEAP INTO
INTO LEARNING
LEARNING AND
AND
MASTERING
CONCEPTS
MASTERING CONCEPTS
MULTIPLICATION
MULTIPLICATION (TWO/THREE
(TWO/THREE DIGITS),
DIGITS),
MODERATE
TO
ADVANCED
DIVISION,
MODERATE TO ADVANCED DIVISION,
ADVANCED
ADVANCED STORY
STORY PROBLEMS,
PROBLEMS, ELAPSED
ELAPSED
TIME
TIME CONCEPTS,
CONCEPTS, ADVANCED
ADVANCED ADDITION
ADDITION
AND
AND SUBTRACTING
SUBTRACTING MONETARY
MONETARY
AMOUNTS,
AMOUNTS, ROUNDING,
ROUNDING, LINEAR/LIQUID
LINEAR/LIQUID
MEASUREMENTS
MEASUREMENTS CONCEPTS,
CONCEPTS, BASIC
BASIC
GEOMETRY
GEOMETRY CONCEPTS,
CONCEPTS, ROMAN
ROMAN
NUMERALS
NUMERALS AND
AND MORE
MORE ADVANCED
ADVANCED
FRACTION
FRACTION CONCEPTS
CONCEPTS SUCH
SUCH AS
AS
REDUCING
REDUCING FRACTIONS!
FRACTIONS! SCHOLARS
SCHOLARS
WILL
WILL LEAVE
LEAVE THE
THE JUNGLE
JUNGLE KNOWING
KNOWING
"EVERY
"EVERY PROBLEM
PROBLEM HAS
HAS A
A SOLUTION"!
SOLUTION"!
\
\

Monkey Around!
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Into THE

Woods

WELCOME TO THE WOODS! MY NAME IS MS. AUNDREIA BROWN AND I HAVE THE
PLEASURE OF SERVING AS THE LANGUAGE ARTS/ READING INSTRUCTOR THIS YEAR. I
HAVE BEEN APART OF THE BREATH OF LIFE FAMILY FOR TWELVE YEARS NOW. I AM
PASSIONATE ABOUT EDUCATION AND SO EXCITED TO HELP YOUR SCHOLAR REACH
NEW HEIGHTS!

GIVE A HOOT!!
YOU CAN CONTACT ME BY:
EMAIL: ABROWN@BOL,ACADEMY
REMIND 101
WRITTEN COMMUNICATION

Language Arts
Overview
Kindergarten: Scholars will start the
Phonics trail by being introduced to letters
and sounds. Scholars will learn vowel
sounds and their consonants and will move
to blends and basic one vowel and two vowel
words! Scholars will also learn basic
sentence structure.

FIRST GRADE: SCHOLARS WILL BLAZE THE PHONICS
TRAIL UPWARD LEARNING MORE MODERATE TO COMPLEX
CVC AND CVVC WORDS. SCHOLARS WILL BE INTRODUCED
TO SPECIAL SOUNDS ( DIPHTHONGS , DIGRAPHS AND
TRIGRAPHS) TO BUILD MORE COMPLEXED WORDS.
SCHOLARS WILL DIVE INTO GRMMAR LEARNING PARTS
OF SPEECH, PUNCTUATION/CAPITALIZATION RULES .

Language Arts
Overview
Second Grade : Scholars begin the
mountainous treck up the Phonics/ Grammar
mountain. Scholars will learn more
complexed special sounds and advanced
words. Scholars will learn syllable rules
and basic entomology to break down and
decode words. Scholars will learn more
complex parts of speech and exposure
diagraming sentences!
THIRD GRADE:SCHOLARS WILL SHARPEN SKILLS AS THEY
REACH THE PHONOLOGICAL SUMMIT IN LANGUAGE
ARTS! SCHOLARS WILL LEARN HOW TO ORGANIZE
PARAGRAPHS WITH EASE,HOW TO DIAGRAM COMPLEX
SENTENCES, MASTER ADVANCE PARTS OF SPEECH(I.E.
ADJECTIVES, ADVERBS, VERBS, NOUNS, AND
PREPOSITIONS ETC) AND SO MUCH MORE!

READING
ADVENTURES
Join us every end of the week!

READING GROUPS

Reading classes will
happen Every
Tuesday and
Thursday for all
grades. Scholars will
also be introduced to
new authors with a
focus on African
American Literature.
We will also explore
more advanced
literature (2nd-3rd)
with an introduction
to Shakespeare.

LEARNING TRAILS
Fridays 6:30pm - 10 pm

Every Friday scholars will
be able to review Phonics,
Language, and Reading
skills in Labs! We will play
fun games and hands on
activities! I will serve as
the facilitator while
allowing the scholars to
forge their own learning
path!

Elementary ABC's
Arrival, Absences
Devotion begins promptly at 9:00 am. If your child is late, they must have an excuse or will be marked tardy. Five
tardy marks equal one unexcused absence. If your child has to be absent from school, please send in a note or a
doctor’s statement when they return so it can be turned in to the office. Vacations will result in an unexcused
absence. Please plan vacations during scheduled school breaks. If your scholar has an excused absence, all
assignments missed will be sent home upon their return. Please refer to late/missing work deadlines in the
grades policy above. The scholar will be responsible for returning assignments to the appropriate teacher.
(Example: Phonics assignment to the Language Arts Teacher). Tests, quizzes, and assignments can only be
made up if the absence is excused. Tests, Quizzes, and makeup work will not be given prior to a scholar being
absent. Scholars will not be allowed to take tests or quizzes before the allotted time without a valid excuse from
the administration. (Example: Taking a test before a family vacation will not be permitted). Please note that
excessive absences and tardies can result in truancy and will be reported to the proper authorities.
BIRTHDAYS, BOOK bags, Breakfast
Birthdays are to be celebrated! Feel free to send a special treat bag for your scholar’s homeroom class. The items
must be store-bought and will be distributed for scholars to take home with them at the end of the day. Scholars
are permitted to be out of uniform on their birthday. If your child is having a birthday party and you are inviting
ALL the children in the class, you may send the invitations with your child, and the homeroom teacher will
distribute them. If you are not inviting everyone, please e-mail the invitations instead of sending them to school.
This year your scholar will receive a collective birthday treat from their teachers.
Book bags are required for each student. Please make sure that your child’s book bag is large enough to hold a
binder, change of clothes, and necessary textbooks. Backpacks will go home every day. Please urge your scholar
to keep their book bags clutter-free.
Breakfast will be served from 8:00 -8:30. Should your scholar come after 8:30, he/she will not be allowed to eat
breakfast, and no outside food is permitted for breakfast.

Conferences, Communication, Conduct, Calendar
Conferences can be scheduled by contacting the school office, sending an email, or sending a written
communication to the appropriate teacher (for example, A math concern should be directed to the Math
instructor). Conferences cannot be held during instructional time. Teachers will request a conference if deemed
necessary or if an immediate concern with your scholar should arise; otherwise, conferences will be held during
the progress report periods. We will communicate with you through the following: e-mail, remind app, progress
reports, report card comment boxes, scheduled parent conferences, open house, phone calls, and written notes.
Parents can communicate with us by using the following: sending a note in your eagle’s binder, scheduling
parent-teacher conferences, calling the school's direct line (please do not call during instructional time), remind
app, and e-mail.
Conduct will be located at the front of each scholar’s binder. Scholars will be given a conduct mark for each class
period. Please review your scholar's conduct mark and any written communication pertaining to their conduct.
Please initial the conduct boxes daily. The conduct rubric is as follows, E= Excellent, S=Satisfactory, N=Needs
Improvement, and U=Unsatisfactory.
Please check your scholar's grade calendar for homework, tests/quizzes/ projects, and other important
announcements pertaining to each subject. Subjects will be color coded for easy viewing. Please note that
calendar information is subject to change. Please stay abreast by checking weekly. If possible, make any
inquiries about the calendar before the assignment due date.

Elementary ABC's
Devotion
Devotion is a very important time between your scholar and the Lord. It is the most important part of the day.
Please encourage them to participate and be respectful during devotion time. If they are tardy, scholars will wait
in the office until devotion has concluded to avoid disruptions.
Email
An email will be the best method for contacting teachers. Please feel free to send an email and put a heading in
the subject area. Please give instructors two business days to respond to you. Parents may also use the Remind
app to reach out to teachers.
Field Trips
Field trips will be planned throughout the school year. Please keep in mind that field trips will require an
admission and transportation fee. This fee is non-refundable. If you have a concern with a fee, please discuss it
with the Administration. It is your responsibility to pay the fee before the deadline. Please know that poor
conduct can result in your scholar losing his or her field trip privileges. We would like every scholar to be able to
share the same experiences and opportunities.
Grading and Goals
The scholars will be given grades in the following areas that are covered in the curriculum Bible, Math,
Science/Social Studies/History, Phonics/Language/Reading, Penmanship/Creative Writing, and Spelling. They
will be given numerical grades that will be averaged. The averages will decide what letter grade the scholar will
receive on both the progress and report cards. Scholars throughout every nine weeks will have at least two
quizzes and two tests in the core subjects (Reading, Social Studies/Science, Phonics, and Math). Please
encourage your scholar to do their best at all times so that their grades will reflect their hard work. Graded
papers will be sent home in your scholar’s binder. The grading Rubric is outlined in the BOLPA Student
Handbook (pg.25).
Homework
Your scholar can expect homework Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday. Look for the assignments in the daily
binder. Please take time to check your scholar’s assignments each night, and don’t forget to return them to
school the next day. The scholar must place their homework in the area designated for homework in each class
and pack up their homework daily. Scholars must put their names and date on all homework assignments.
Homework not labeled will be discarded and result in a zero. Make sure homework is done correctly and neatly
to the scholar’s best abilities. Homework is graded! Should your scholar turn his/her homework in late, it will
result in your scholar’s grade being lower than one letter grade each day.
Independence
At the beginning of the year, your scholar will probably need some assistance completing the assignments and
preparing for school activities. As the year progresses, you will find that they will grow more independent. Please
allow the scholar to do his or her homework or projects. Facilitate with work but do not do it for them. Please
note the assignments/projects proven to be completed by someone other than the scholar will result in the
scholar receiving a zero for the assignment. Please encourage this and let them know how proud you are of
them.

Elementary ABC's
Keys to Success
1. Effective communication between school and home
2. A positive attitude (It is contagious!)
3. Good Attendance
4. Practicing skills at home (homework)
5. Proactive with seeking additional help outside of school.
Love
Your scholar will receive lots of love and care in our classrooms. We will also reinforce God’s love by learning to
love and respect others in our classrooms.
Morning PROCEDURES, Money
When your scholar arrives each morning, they are to unpack. This includes washing hands, putting up their book
bag, coats, etc., putting away binders, and getting materials needed for the first period.
We will not accept any money unless deemed necessary by the administration. Please do not put money in the
binder or give it to your scholar unless you are instructed to do so. Put it in an envelope labeled with the
scholar’s name, amount, and the purpose for the funds.
Outside
Weather permitting, we will play outside to develop social skills and release some of that “kid” energy. Please
make sure your scholar has dressed appropriately for outside activities. Please note if 95(including heat index)
degrees or higher or 32 or below, we are not permitted to go outside per state law.
Questions
Jot down any questions you may have and place them in your scholar’s binder. We will send you a written
response or email within two business days.
Rules
Please remind your scholar to follow our classroom rules every day. Rules and consequences need to be
consistent at school and at home.
Special Areas, Standardized tests, and Special Services
Your child will participate in special enrichment activities weekly. These activities include; Spanish, Music,
Technology, and Physical Education.
Standardized Testing- Your scholar will take the Stanford Achievement Test in the spring. It is very important
that you review skills daily with your scholar. The week of the test, please make sure your scholar gets plenty of
rest and eats breakfast each morning.
Special Services: BOLPA does not directly offer special services to scholars with special needs. Special services
resources and referrals can be offered to aid the scholar if deemed necessary by the teacher, parent, and
administration. BOLPA reserves to accommodate a scholar's needs or not based on the severity of the need. If a
scholar has a need beyond our academic expertise, BOLPA reserves the right to dismiss the scholar from our
program. (BOLPA Handbook/ Special Needs/ IEP pg.23)

Elementary ABC's
Time, Tutoring
Time is very important! Please try to be prompt each and every day. Let’s start each day off ready to go. Also,
encourage your scholar to use their time wisely in class. Remember that time is the only thing we cannot get
back; therefore, it is precious. Tutoring outside of academic hours will not be available. Scholars will be able to
receive additional assistance during school hours if grades are below average (77) in a core subject. We will keep
parents abreast if a scholar receives additional academic support.
Units
The Abeka curriculum unit lessons are broken down by subjects for each day. Language arts: The alphabets are
taught out of order (vowels, then consonants) and blend review. They will be introduced to special sounds,
syllables, root words, prefixes, alphabetical order, contractions, and primary and advanced grammar. They will
also begin reading groups and spelling/sight words at the beginning of the year. In Mathematics, they will be
introduced to number concepts, perceptual and conceptual, subitizing, addition, subtraction, word problem
solving, money, telling time, and counting by 2’s. 5’s 10’s forward and backward, even and odd numbers, reading
numbers to 1,000 and greater than and less than, order of operations, fractions, basic and complex
multiplication, and division. They will also learn number houses, sequences, patterns, and more moderate to
advanced graphing and problem-solving. Science will explore God’s world around them with topics such as
animals' creation and life cycles, seasons, climate, etc. In Social Studies, we will learn about the past and explore
the present through current events. We will also learn about geography, our community, and different cultures
around the world. In addition to Abeka, we will use Let’s Find Out Science and Current event periodicals. We
believe in bringing lessons to life by using more hands-on age-appropriate activities. Scholars will see their
classrooms turn into labs weekly as a fun way to reinforce skills taught during the week. The goal is to spark and
maintain a love for learning. Your scholar will learn and grow this year!!
Website
We love technology here at BOLPA!! Visit the Academy’s website at bolpp.org, our Facebook page, Twitter and
Instagram. Stay connected! Also, your scholar will improve their skills in Academic Exploration, which is
equipped with learning software fit for your scholar. They will also be able to use the Ipad tablets inside this
classroom.
expectations
BOLPA is an excellent school, and we are delighted you and your scholar are here. Our expectations for scholars
are high!! Our expectations for scholars are to follow the rules, always be respectful, be prepared, and put forth
their best effort at all times. We expect the parents to work to help the scholar to accomplish these goals daily.
With teamwork, we can do great things. Lastly, you can expect us to love your scholar, always foster an
environment of learning, bring out the best in your scholar, and be your scholar’s learning facilitator in their
classes!
You
You are your child’s first teacher and an essential to their development. Together we will make a great team!
ZZZ....
Please ensure that your child has adequate sleep each night, so they are prepared for school daily.

